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Abstract

Background: Systemic inflammation induces acute changes in mood, motivation and cognition

that  closely  resemble  those  observed  in  depressed  individuals.  However,  the  mechanistic

pathways linking peripheral inflammation to depression-like psychopathology via intermediate

effects on brain function remain incompletely understood. 

Methods: We combined data from 30 patients initiating interferon-α treatment for Hepatitis-C

and 20 anti-tumour necrosis factor (TNF) therapy for inflammatory arthritis and used resting-

state functional magnetic resonance imaging to investigate acute effects of each treatment on

regional  global  brain  connectivity  (GBC).  We  leveraged  transcriptomic  data  from  the  Allen

Human Brain Atlas to uncover potential biological and cellular pathways underpinning regional

vulnerability to GBC changes induced by each treatment. 

Results: Interferon-α and anti-TNF therapies both produced differential small-to-medium sized

decreases in regional GBC. However, these were observed within distinct brain regions and the

regional  patterns  of  GBC  changes  induced  by  each  treatment  did  not  correlate  suggesting

independent underlying processes.  Further,  the spatial  distribution of  these differential  GBC

decreases  could be captured by  multivariate  patterns  of  constitutive  regional  expression  of

genes  respectively  related  to:  i)  neuroinflammation  and  glial  cells;  and  ii)  glutamatergic

neurotransmission and neurons. The extent to which each participant expressed patterns of

GBC changes aligning with these patterns of transcriptomic vulnerability also correlated with

both acute treatment-induced changes in interleukin-6 (IL-6) and, for Interferon-α, longer-term

treatment-associated changes in depressive symptoms. 

Conclusions: Together,  we  present  two  transcriptomic  models  separately  linking  regional

vulnerability to the acute effects of interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments on brain function to

glial  neuroinflammation  and  glutamatergic  neurotransmission.  These  findings  generate

hypotheses  about  two  potential  brain  mechanisms  through  which  bidirectional  changes  in

peripheral inflammation may contribute to the development/resolution of psychopathology.

Key-words:  Depression; Interferon-α;  anti-TNF;  global  brain  connectivity;  Transcriptomic

vulnerability; Imaging transcriptomics.
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Introduction

Inflammation is  increasingly  recognized  as  an  aetiological  factor  in  several  neuropsychiatric

disorders(1-4) with arguably  the most  robust  empirical  evidence being the association with

major  depressive  disorder  (MDD)(5).  For  instance,  patients  with  MDD  show  activated

inflammatory pathways in both the blood(6) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)(7, 8). Patients with

chronic  Hepatitis-C  infection  or  melanoma  treated  with  interferon-α  develop  depressive

symptoms,  which  evolve  over  time  to  appear  clinically  indistinguishable  from  MDD(9-11).

Conversely, patients with pro-inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis experience a

high  burden  of  depressive  symptoms,  that  improve  following  suppression  of  peripheral

inflammation  with  anti-Tumour  Necrosis  Factor  (anti-TNF)  therapies  (11-13).  Patients  with

treatment-resistant depression in the context of raised peripheral inflammatory markers have

also been shown to improve clinically  following treatment with the cytokine blocking agent

infliximab(14). Collectively,  these findings provide compelling evidence that activation of the

immune  system  is  causally  associated  with  depressive  symptoms.  This  causal  association

implicates  intermediate  effects  of  peripheral  inflammation  on  the  brain(15).  However,  the

mechanistic pathways underpinning these effects remain uncertain.

In  attempts  to  bridge  this  gap,  functional  magnetic  resonance  imaging  (fMRI)  studies  have

investigated the relationship between peripheral inflammation and brain function, both at rest

(resting-state fMRI) and during specific affective and cognitive paradigms (task-based fMRI)(15).

The vast majority have taken a cross-sectional approach,  correlating peripheral inflammatory

markers with neural activity. A smaller number have sought to test a causal relationship by using

an experimental approach, e.g. by collecting fMRI data before and after a planned inflammatory

challenge,  such  as  administration  of  interferon-α  to  hepatitis  patients(16),  or  typhoid

vaccine(17,  18) and  lipopolysaccharide(19) to  healthy  volunteers.  Collectively,  these

experimental  studies have provided robust evidence that peripheral  inflammation can cause

changes in brain function within a discrete set of cortical and sub-cortical structures, such the

amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, striatum, insula, midbrain, and brainstem, as well as
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prefrontal and temporal cortices(15). Together, these studies broadly support the concept of

“inflammation vulnerable” areas or networks in the human brain, many of which have also been

reported to show depression-related differences in functional responses and/or connectivity in

case-control fMRI studies of MDD patients(20-22). However, it remains unclear what biological

factors underpin this regional vulnerability making it difficult to develop precise neurobiological

models of  how inflammation perturbs brain function and behaviour,  and ultimately  identify

potential pathways amenable to pharmacological intervention.

To a large extent, this absence of precise regional vulnerability models of inflammation-induced

changes in brain function reflects the  lack of specificity of conventional  fMRI-based analytic

techniques to the underlying molecular and cellular properties of brain tissue(23).  The recent

introduction of comprehensive, brain-wide gene expression atlases such as the Allen Human

Brain Atlas (AHBA) has opened new opportunities for understanding how spatial variations in

macroscopic  neuroimaging  phenotypes  relate  to  underlying  molecular  differences  at  the

transcriptomic  scale  (24,  25).  This  approach,  which  relies  on  identifying  genes  with  spatial

profiles of  regional  expression that  track  anatomical  variations in a  particular  neuroimaging

phenotype, has begun to provide insights into how regional variations in gene expression relate

to diverse properties of brain structure(26-31),  function(32-38) and neurochemistry(39),  and

how these change during brain disease(40-50) and development(51-53). 

Here,  we  explored  the  potential  biological  and  cellular  transcriptomic  pathways

underpinning regional vulnerability to changes in resting brain function after pro- (interferon-α)

and anti-inflammatory (anti-TNF) therapies. We pooled data from a previous study including

repeat  scanning  from  30  patients  initiating  interferon-α  treatment  for  Hepatitis-C  and  20

patients initiating anti-TNF therapy for inflammatory arthritis. We acquired clinical, cytokine and

resting-state fMRI data before and after each treatment to investigate acute effects of pro/anti-

inflammatory therapies on regional global brain connectivity (GBC). In contrast to task-based

fMRI,  use  of  resting-state  fMRI  (rs-fMRI)  allowed  us  to  uncover  basic  pharmacological

mechanisms that are not restricted to circuits engaged by any specific paradigm(54) and provide

a more accurate picture of regional brain vulnerability to treatment-induced functional changes.
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We hypothesized that interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments would result in divergent changes

in GBC across the whole-brain (and predicted that the spatial patterns of changes would at least

partially  anti-correlate).  Based  on  current  models  which  posit  that  peripheral  inflammation

influences the brain by engaging local neuroinflammatory processes(55), we also hypothesized

that  the  extent  to  which  the  GBC  of  a  brain  region  in-/decreased  in  response  to  these

treatments  could  be  explained  by  spatial  variation  in  the  distribution  of  genes  of  the

neuroimmune axis, such as those expressed in microglia and astrocytes, in the healthy human

brain.  This  same  model  also  predicted  that  inter-individual  differences  in  peripheral

inflammation (and their  expression as depressive symptoms)  should therefore influence the

extent to which each subject manifested patterns of GBC changes resembling the distribution of

these neuroimmune genes.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Thirty-three  individuals  (23  male,  mean  48.4  ±  10.7  years)  were  recruited  before  initiating

interferon-α therapy for Hepatitis-C and 30 (10 male, mean 50.4 ± 15.7 years) before initiating

anti-TNF  therapy  for  inflammatory  arthritis  (25 Rheumatoid  arthritis,  2  Psoriatic  Arthritis,  3

Ankylosing  spondylitis)  as  previously  reported(11).  All  were  fluent  in  English  and  fulfilled

National  Institute for  Health and Care Excellence (NICE)  guidelines for  starting interferon-α-

based  therapy  or  anti-TNF  therapy.  Inclusion  and  exclusion  criteria  can  be  found  in  the

Supplementary Information (SI). The study was approved by Cambridge Central (12/ EE/0491)

and South East Coast (11/LO/1320) National Research Ethics Committees. All subjects provided

written  informed  consent.  Data  from  a  subsample  of  our  interferon-α  dataset  has  been

previously published as part of Dipasquale et al. (2016)(16) and Davies et al., 2020(11). 

Study design

MRI  acquisition  followed  by  blood  sampling  was  performed  at  baseline  and  after  the  first

interferon-α  (4  h)  or  anti-TNF  (24  h)  injection,  timed  to  coincide  with  reported  onset  of

subjective effects and preclinical data confirming actions of interferon-α and anti-TNF on the
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brain at these timepoints(56-59). Complete rs-fMRI data was available for both MRI sessions for

all  interferon-α  treated  patients  and  24  anti-TNF  treated  patients.  After  excluding  three

interferon-α  treated  patients  and four  anti-TNF  treated  patients  because of  excessive  head

movement (mean framewise displacement > 0.25 mm) during one of the two sessions, our final

sample consisted of 30 interferon-α and 20 anti-TNF treated patients. Inflammatory response

and depressive symptoms were evaluated at each MRI visit and after 12 weeks of therapy in all

participants. Interferon-α treated patients underwent additional behavioural assessments at 4

and 8 weeks to capture the more rapid symptom evolution in this group (Figure 1). Further

details on clinical assessments can be found in the SI. 

Figure 1.  Design and protocol.  Figure summarizing the study design and data  collection in each cohort.  Data

collection followed slightly different protocols between cohorts, to align with timescales of subjective responses to

treatment and clinical follow-up schedules. The diagram provides a summary of the types of data (MRI, clinical

scales, cytokines) collected at each visit.

Image acquisition
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MR imaging was performed on a 1.5T Siemens Avanto (Siemens AG Medical Solutions, Erlangen,

Germany) equipped with a 32-channel head-coil. Functional MRI data were obtained during rest

using a T2*-weighted EPI sequence (TR/TE = 2520/43 ms; flip angle=90⁰; resolution=3×3×3 mm,

with 20% between-slice gap; matrix size=64x64; 34 axial slices; 190 volumes). Functional data

for  four  anti-TNF  treated  patients  were  acquired  with  a  slightly  longer  TR  (2620ms)  and

consequently a slightly smaller number of  volumes (180) to maintain the total  duration the

same. Excluding these four patients did not significantly change our estimates of treatment-

induced changes in GBC; therefore, we kept these patients in all analyses to maximize power. A

3D T1-weighted anatomical  scan was obtained for  each participant  in one session using an

MPRAGE acquisition (TR=2730ms, TE=3.57ms, TI=1000ms, flip angle=7⁰). 

Imaging analysis

The interferon-α and anti-TNF rs-fMRI datasets were pre-processed using the FMRIB Software

Library (FSL). Pre-processing steps included volume re-alignment with MCFLIRT(60), non-brain

tissue removal with the brain extraction tool (BET)(61), spatial smoothing with an 8-mm FWHM

Gaussian kernel and de-noising with ICA-based Automatic Removal Of Motion Artifacts (ICA-

AROMA)(62). Additionally, subject-specific WM and CSF masks, obtained from the segmentation

of the subjects' structural images and eroded to minimize the contribution of grey matter partial

volume effects, were used to extract and regress out the mean WM and CSF signals from each

participant's pre-processed dataset. A high-pass temporal filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.005

Hz was also applied. 

A  study-specific  template  representing  the  average  T1-weighted  anatomical  image  across

subjects  was  built  using  the  Advanced  Normalization  Tools  (ANTs)(63).  Each  participant's

dataset was co-registered to its corresponding structural scan, then normalized to the study-

specific template before warping to standard MNI152 space then images resampled at 2 mm3

resolution.

Global Brain Connectivity analysis
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Changes in global brain connectivity (GBC) to each treatment was used as the primary outcome

(dependent)  variable  as  it  has  been  shown  to  be  exquisitely  sensitive  to  the  effects  of

pharmacological  manipulations in  humans(64).  GBC was estimated with an in-house Python

script (version 1)(65). Briefly, for each scan, we estimated the mean time series across all voxels

of each of the 83 regions of interest (ROIs) of the Desikan-Killiany (DK) atlas(66) then computed

pairwise Pearson’s correlation between the mean time series of all pairs of regions. Finally, we

averaged  all  positive  correlations  to  produce  a  single  summary  value  (we  kept  all  positive

correlations  without  applying  any  threshold).  These  values  were  transformed  to  Fisher’s  Z

values and projected onto the corresponding DK regions in atlas space to generate GBC maps.

Following previous recommendations, we excluded all  negative correlations when calculating

the GBC due to poor understanding of the biological meaning of negative correlations(67-69).

The python script can be downloaded from https://github.com/matteofrigo/gfcpy. 

We then investigated treatment effects by comparing baseline and post-administration GBC for

each region using paired-T tests,  applying false discovery rate (FDR)  correction for the total

number of regions tested.

Microarray expression data - Allen Human Brain Atlas (AHBA): Regional microarray expression

data were obtained from the six post-mortem brains provided by the Allen Human Brain Atlas

(AHBA; http://human.brain-map.org/  )   (ages  24–57  years)(70). The abagen  toolbox

(https://github.com/netneurolab/abagen) was used to process and map the transcriptomic data

to the 83 parcellated regions of the DK brain atlas(66). Briefly, genetic probes were reannotated

using information provided by Arnatkeviciute et al. (71) instead of the default probe information

from the AHBA dataset,  hence discarding probes that cannot be reliably matched to genes.

Following  previously  published  guidelines  for  probe-to-gene  mappings  and  intensity-based

filtering(71),  the  reannotated  probes  were  filtered  based  on  their  intensity  relative  to

background noise level; probes with intensity lower than the background in ≥50% of samples

were discarded. A single probe with the highest differential stability (highest pooled correlation
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across donors) was selected to represent each gene(72). This procedure retained 15,633 probes,

each representing a unique gene. Differential stability was calculated as(72):

Here, ρ is Spearman’s rank correlation of the expression of a single probe p across regions in

two donor brains, Bi and Bj, and N is the total number of donor brains. This procedure retained

15,633 probes, each representing a unique gene. 

Next,  tissue  samples  were assigned to  brain  regions  using  their  corrected  MNI  coordinates

(https://github.com/chrisfilo/alleninf) by finding the nearest region within a radius of 2 mm. To

reduce  the  potential  for  misassignment,  sample-to-region  matching  was  constrained  by

hemisphere and cortical/subcortical divisions. If a brain region was not assigned to any sample

based on the above procedure, the sample closest to the centroid of that region was selected to

ensure that all brain regions were assigned a value. Samples assigned to the same brain region

were  averaged  separately  for  each  donor.  Gene  expression  values  were  then  normalized

separately for each donor across regions using a robust sigmoid function and rescaled to the

unit  interval.  We  applied  this  procedure  for  cortical  and  subcortical  regions  separately,  as

suggested by Arnatkeviciute et al. (71).  Scaled expression profiles were finally averaged across

donors,  resulting  in  a  single  matrix  with  rows  corresponding  to  brain  regions  and  columns

corresponding to the retained 15,633 genes. 

As the AHBA currently includes right hemisphere data for only two subjects, we only considered

transcriptomic data from the left hemisphere (34 cortical + 7 subcortical regions). Nevertheless,

for  the imaging  transcriptomics  analyses,  instead of  considering  GBC changes  from the left

hemisphere alone, we averaged the T-statistics for each cortical and subcortical region across

both  hemispheres  to  avoid  discarding  data  from  the  right  hemisphere  and  account  for

asymmetry of effects between hemispheres.
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Imaging  transcriptomics:  Partial  least  square  regression  (PLS)  was  used  to  investigate

associations  between treatment-induced GBC changes  and brain  gene  expression  (47).  This

approach ranks all genes by their multivariate spatial alignment with GBC changes induced by

each treatment. The first PLS component (PLS1) is the linear combination of the weighted gene

expression scores that have a brain expression map that covaries most closely with the map of

GBC changes. As components are calculated to explain the maximum covariance between the

dependent and independent variables, the first component does not necessarily explain the

maximum  variance  in  the  dependent  variable.  However,  as  the  number  of  components

calculated increases, they tend to progressively explain less variance in the dependent variable.

Here, we tested across a range of components (between 1 and 15) and quantified the relative

variance explained by each component. The statistical significance of the variance explained by

each component was tested by permuting the response variables 1,000 times, while accounting

for  spatial  autocorrelation  (see  section  “Spatial  permutation  test  (spin  test)”  below).  We

focussed our subsequent analyses on the component explaining the greatest variance, which in

our case was always the first component (PLS1). Error in estimating each gene’s PLS1 weight was

assessed by bootstrapping (resampling with replacement of the 41 brain regions), and the ratio

of the weight of each gene to its bootstrap standard error was used to calculate the Z scores

and,  hence,  rank  the  genes  according  to  their  contribution  to  PLS1(73).  The  code  used  to

implement  these  analyses  was  adapted  from

https://github.com/SarahMorgan/Morphometric_Similarity_SZ  .  

Ensemble  gene  set  enrichment  analyses:  We  then  used  the  list  of  genes  ranked  by  their

respective  weights  in  the  PLS1 component  to  perform  enrichment  analyses  for  biological

pathways (gene ontology - GO) and genes expressed in different brain cell types, as identified in

previous  single-cell  transcriptomic  studies  of  the  human  brain(74-78).  These  analyses  were

implemented  using  the  ensemble  enrichment  analysis  toolbox  of  Fulcher  et  al.

(https://github.com/benfulcher/GeneSetEnrichmentAnalysis)(79).  Significance  was  assessed

against  ensembles  of  10,000  randomized  brain  markers  where  the  brain’s  spatial
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autocorrelation was preserved (see below) enabling us to determine whether a  given brain

phenotype is significantly correlated to genes in a category beyond what would be expected

from the null phenotypes and minimise the risk of false positives(79).

Spatial  permutation  test  (spin  test):  Several  of  our  analyses  required  the  generation  of

randomized nulls  of  brain  maps. To account  for  the inherent  spatial  autocorrelation of  the

imaging  data,  we  relied  on  spatial  autocorrelation-preserving  spin  rotations  of  our  imaging

maps. This was performed using the Vasa method as implemented in previous studies (80-83).

Note that in this method, parcels are reassigned without consideration for the medial wall or its

rotated location. Since subcortical regions cannot be projected onto the inflated spherical pial

surface  (which  is  a  requirement  for  the  creation  of  spin  rotations),  we  incorporated  the

subcortex into our null models by shuffling the seven subcortical regions with respect to one

another, whereas the cortical regions were shuffled using the spin rotations.

Cytokine analyses

Blood  (20 mL)  was  drawn  into  Vacutainer  tubes  containing  ethylenediaminetetraacetic  acid

(EDTA) anticoagulant, centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 10 min and plasma was removed, aliquoted,

and frozen at −80 °C before analysis. Interleukin-6 (IL-6), Tumor Necrosis factor (TNF), IL-10 and

IL-1 Receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) Quantikine® ELISAs (R&D Systems, Abingdon, UK), as described

in further detail in Davies et al., 2020 (11). Cytokines were selected to provide an index of both

pro- and anti-inflammatory responses.

Correlations  with  changes  in  peripheral  inflammation  markers  and  symptoms:  We  next

investigated  whether  the  physical  manifestation  of  topographic  PLS1 maps  was  related  to

interindividual  differences  in  changes  in  peripheral  inflammatory  markers  and

depression/fatigue symptoms.  For  each participant,  we first  calculated a map of  treatment-

induced GBC changes (by subtracting the individual’s post-administration and baseline maps)

then  correlated  this  with  the  regional  PLS1  scores  map.  This  resulted  in  a  distribution  of
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correlations that describes how well an individual manifests the gene score pattern. This vector

of  correlations  was  then  independently  correlated  to  individual  changes  in  depression  and

fatigue  scores  (both  acute  and  long-term,  where  available),  and  peripheral  inflammation

markers  (for  plasma  samples  acquired  concomitantly  with  the  fMRI  data)  using  partial

Spearman correlations where we also accounted for sex and age. FDR correction was applied for

the total number of parameters tested in each dataset.

Results

Effects of interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments on mood, fatigue and peripheral cytokines

As reported previously(11), Interferon-α produced significant increases in depression scores at 4

weeks,  but  not  4h  post-treatment.  We  found  significant  increases  in  fatigue  ratings  after

interferon-α both at 4h and 4 weeks after treatment. Interferon-α administration resulted in

significant increases in blood levels of IL-6, IL-10, IL-1 Ra, but did not change the levels of TNF-,

4h  after  treatment  (Table  1).  Anti-TNF  treatment  did  not  produce  significant  changes  in

depression  scores  at  24h  or  12  weeks  after  treatment.  However,  it  produced  significant

decreases  in  fatigue scores  at  12 weeks,  but  not  24h,  after  treatment.  Anti-TNF treatment

resulted  in  decreased  IL-6,  IL-10,  IL-1  Ra,  but did  not change the  levels  of  TNF-,  4h  after

treatment (Table 1).

Global brain connectivity at baseline and after Interferon-α and anti-TNF

Brain maps depicting the regional distribution of GBC at baseline and after each treatment are

shown in  Figure  2  and GBC changes (Post-administration >  Baseline)  for  each  treatment  in

Figure 3 (see supplementary Table S1 and S2 for full statistics). 
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Figure  2.  Global  brain  connectivity  before  and  after  each  treatment.  Regional  distribution  of  global  brain

connectivity (GBC) for each cortical (upper row) and subcortical (lower row) region of the DK atlas. Colours depict z-

scores.  Positive  (red)  and  negative  (blue)  z-scores  indicate  GBCs  values  above  and  below  the  mean  GBC,

respectively. (a) interferon-α dataset; (b) anti-TNF dataset. Abbreviations: L – Left; R – Right.

As illustrated in Figure 3, Interferon-α and anti-TNF induced discrete patterns of disturbance in

GBC, both of  which were dominated by decreases in GBC. Specifically,  interferon-α induced

small-to-medium  sized  decreases  in  regional  GBC  at  the  right  supramarginal  gyrus,  right

fusiform gyrus and left middle temporal gyrus at 4h post-administration (p<0.05, uncorrected)

while anti-TNF induced acute medium decreases in regional GBC at the left caudate, left inferior

temporal  gyrus  and  left  precentral  gyrus  at  24h  post-administration  (p<0.05,  uncorrected).

However,  none  of  these  individual  changes  survived  FDR  correction  for  multiple  testing.

Interestingly,  spatial  patterns  of  changes  in  GBC  induced  by  interferon-α  and  anti-TNF

treatments  did  not  correlate  or  anti-correlate  with  each  other  (r  =  -0.122,  p spatial  =  0.271)

suggesting independent underlying processes.
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Figure 3. Effects of interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments on global brain connectivity.  Brain maps depict the

regional distribution of changes in global brain connectivity (GBC) in cortical and subcortical regions of the DK atlas

after interferon-α (a)  and anti-TNF (b) treatments compared to baseline.  The upper row of  each panel  shows

unthresholded  Cohen’s  d  effect  sizes;  the  lower  row all  significant  regions  at  p<0.05,  uncorrected.  No  region

survived FDR correction for the total number of regions tested within each dataset.  Abbreviations: L – Left; R –

Right.

Regional vulnerability to connectivity decreases after interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments

can be captured by latent patterns of constitutive gene expression

For interferon-α, the first component (PLS1) explained the highest proportion of GBC changes

(23.32%)  and  was  significantly  positively  correlated  with  regional  changes  in  GBC  after

interferon-α (r  =  0.483;  pspatial =  0.006) (Figure 4A).  For anti-TNF,  the first  component (PLS1)

explained the highest proportion of GBC changes (13.10%) and was positively correlated with

regional changes in GBC after anti-TNF treatment (r = 0.362; pspatial = 0.023) (Figure 4b). 

Of  note,  as  treatment-induced  changes  in  GBC  were  dominated  by  decreases,  positive

correlations between regional  PLS1  weights  and GBC changes in  both treatments  mean that
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negatively weighted genes are highly expressed in regions where GBC decreased the most but

have low expression in regions where GBC had small or negligible increases. The reverse applies

to genes with positive weights, which are highly expressed in regions where GBC had small or

negligible increases and low expression in regions where GBC decreased the most. Hence, we

focused our interpretation of the data on negatively weighted genes, which better captured the

transcriptomic vulnerability concept we aimed to investigate.

Figure 4. Transcriptomic regional vulnerability to connectivity decreases after interferon-α and anti-TNF.  Brain

maps on the left depict the regional distribution of PLS1  weights across cortical and subcortical regions for the

interferon-α (a) and anti-TNF (b) separately.  Scatter plots on the right show positive correlations between the

regional  distribution of  PLS1  weights  and the T-statistics  quantifying treatment-induced changes in global  brain

connectivity in each dataset. Note: the T-statistics of treatment-induced changes in GBC reflect an average over the

two brain hemispheres. Abbreviations: PLS – Partial Least Square.
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Ensemble  gene  enrichment  analyses  identify  divergent  biological  and  cellular  pathways

underlying transcriptomic vulnerability to connectivity decreases induced by interferon-α and

anti-TNF

For  the  interferon-α  PLS1  component,  we  observed  significant  enrichment  for  genes  highly

expressed in astrocytes, microglia and OPCs (all  pFDR<0.05) among those genes with negative

weights with astrocytes being the strongest brain cell-type enrichment hit (Figure 5a;  SI Table

S3). We also identified significant enrichment for several gene ontology – biological pathway

terms broadly related to neuroinflammation (Figure 5b, SI Table S4). IFNAR1, which encodes a

protein  that  forms one of  the two chains of  the Type-I  interferon membrane receptor  was

among the top negatively weighted genes (Z = -3.12, pFDR=0.004, rank 14,847/15,633). 

In  contrast,  for  the  anti-TNF-α  PLS1  component,  we  found  significant  enrichment  for  genes

highly expressed in excitatory neurons (pFDR<0.05) among those genes with negative weights

(Figure 5a; SI Table S5). We also identified significant enrichment for several gene ontology –

biological  pathway  terms  broadly  related  to  the  synapse,  including  glutamatergic  synaptic

transmission (Figure 5b,  SI Table S6).  However, among the many genes of the TNF receptor

superfamily sampled in the AHBA (TNFRSF1A, 4, 8, 10A and B, 11A and B, 12A, 13C, 14, 21 and

25),  none showed significant association with GBC changes induced by anti-TNF treatment (all

pFDR>0.05). 

Spatial  alignment  between individual  connectivity  changes  and  patterns  of  transcriptomic

vulnerability correlates with inter-individual differences in peripheral inflammatory responses

and depressive symptoms

In the Interferon-α dataset,  the extent to which each participant expressed patterns of GBC

changes aligning with the PLS1 pattern of transcriptomic vulnerability negatively correlated with:

i) increases in circulating IL-6, 4h after first interferon-α administration; ii) subsequent increases

in HAM-D depression scores 4 weeks later (both pFDR<0.05). None of the remaining correlations

reached statistical significance (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Ensemble gene set enrichment. The tile plots summarize the results of the gene set enrichment analyses

on the ranked list of genes associated with global brain connectivity changes induced by interferon-α and anti-TNF:

a. brain cell-type enrichment;  b.  enrichment for gene ontology (GO) – Biological pathways terms. Genes were

ranked according to their respective weights in the first component of our partial least square regression models.

Negative enrichment ratios indicate enrichment for a certain gene set among genes with negative weights. The

reverse applies to positive enrichment ratios. The colour scale depicts enrichment ratio. Note: because we were

predominantly interested in genes with high expression in regions where GBC decreases and low expression in

regions  with  negligible  GBC  changes,  we  only  interpreted  enrichment  for  negatively  weighted  genes  in  both

datasets. Abbreviations: Exc – excitatory; In – inhibitory.

In the anti-TNF dataset, the extent to which each subject expressed patterns of GBC changes

aligning  with  the  PLS1 pattern  of  transcriptomic  vulnerability  positively  correlated  with

peripheral  decreases  in  IL-6,  24h  after  first  anti-TNF  treatment  administration  (p<0.05,

uncorrected), though this correlation did not survive FDR correction for multiple testing. None

of the remaining correlations reached statistical significance (Table 3).

Discussion
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Our study contributes three key insights regarding regional variability in the effects of pro- and

anti-inflammatory  treatments  on  brain  function  and  how  it  might  be  shaped  by  the

transcriptomic landscape of the human brain. First, we demonstrate that interferon-α and anti-

TNF therapies induced differential small-to-medium size decreases in resting GBC within distinct

sets  of  brain  regions.  Second,  we  show  that  the  spatial  patterns  of  these  GBC  decreases

associated with interferon-α and anti-TNF can be captured by latent multivariate patterns of

constitutive regional expression of genes respectively related to: i) neuroinflammation and glial

cells;  and  ii)  glutamatergic  neurotransmission  and  excitatory  neurons.  Third,  we  provide

evidence that the extent to which each participant expressed patterns of GBC changes aligning

with these patterns of transcriptomic vulnerability correlated with treatment-induced changes

in systemic IL-6 and (for  interferon-α treated patients)  could predict  subsequent treatment-

induced  changes  in  depressive  symptoms.  These  results  advance  our  knowledge  of  the

relationship  between  systemic  inflammation  and  brain  function,  with  relevance  for

understanding  how bidirectional  changes  in  peripheral  inflammation  may  contribute  to  the

development/resolution of psychopathology.

Changes in brain function at rest after pro- and anti-inflammatory treatments

We provide a detailed map of acute changes in resting GBC induced by interferon-α and anti-

TNF. For both treatments, we found that changes in functional connectivity were dominated by

small-to-medium sized decreases in the GBC of regions previously implicated in mediating the

brain effects of inflammation, such as the temporal lobe and/or basal ganglia(15). Global brain

connectivity  (GBC)  computes  the connectivity  of  each region in the brain  to all  other brain

regions  then summarizes  this  in a  single value.  Consequently,  areas  of  high GBC are highly

functionally connected with other areas and likely play a key role in coordinating large-scale

patterns of brain activity. Reductions in GBC, such as those observed in our current study, may

therefore indicate decreased participation of these brain area in larger networks. These findings

are  consistent  with  our  previous  observation  in  a  subset  of  this  interferon-α  sample,  that
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interferon-α can rapidly induce a profound shift in whole brain network structure, impairing

global functional connectivity and the efficiency of parallel information exchange(16). 

In contrast to our initial hypotheses, the strongest changes in GBC did not collocate or diverge in

direction between interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments. Indeed, the overall spatial pattern of

changes in GBC associated with each treatment did not globally anti-correlate either suggesting

independent  underlying  processes,  a  proposition  further  supported  by  our  transcriptomic

vulnerability  analyses.  On  reflection,  this  finding  is  perhaps  unsurprising  given  that  both

treatments have different mechanisms of action. For instance, interferon-α readily crosses the

blood brain-barrier (BBB) to enter the tissue parenchyma (84) and has been shown to directly

impact brain function including modulation of  neuronal  firing rates in rodent studies(56).  In

contrast, anti-TNF drugs do not cross the BBB and most likely influence the brain indirectly by

modulating  immune  activity  peripherally  and  crosstalk  with  the  brain  resident

neuroinflammatory  machinery(85).  Nevertheless,  we  must  also  take  into  consideration  that

patients in our two cohorts had distinct pre-existent medical conditions (hepatitis C vs arthritis)

and are not directly comparable for sociodemographic variables such as gender representation,

which might have contributed to the lack of correlation between changes in GBC in each cohort.

Transcriptomic vulnerability to regional brain function changes after immunomodulation

We demonstrate that regional vulnerability to GBC changes induced by interferon-α and anti-

TNF treatments can be captured by multivariate patterns of constitutive gene expression in the

healthy post-mortem human brain. In particular, in line with our hypothesis we found that the

extent to which a region decreases GBC in response to interferon-α could be predicted by the

relative abundance of mRNA of genes involved in glial neuroinflammatory response. In other

words, the functional changes induced by interferon-α respect the canonical architecture of the

brain-resident  neuroinflammatory  machinery,  which  supports  previous  suggestions  that  the

effects  of  peripheral  inflammation  on  the  brain  might  entail  engagement  of  local

neuroinflammatory  systems(55).  Interestingly,  we  also  found  that  the  IFNAR1  gene,  which

encodes a membrane protein that forms one of the two chains of a receptor for interferon-α,
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was  among  the  top  genes  most  strongly  anti-correlated  with  GBC  changes  induced  by

interferon-α  treatment.  Since  interferon-α  can  cross  the  BBB(84),  these  two  findings  are

compatible with the idea that by reaching the brain directly interferon-α might engage its own

receptor in glial cells (which have been shown to express receptors and respond functionally to

interferon-α(86)) to promote local neuroinflammation. This idea is further supported by studies

in  rodents  showing  that  intraperitoneal  injection  of  even  modest  amounts  of  interferon-α

rapidly  induces  interferon-sensitive  genes  within  the  brain(87),  and  other  studies  reporting

increases in CSF interferon-α after systemic administration of interferon-α in both primates(88)

and humans(89).

The  pattern  of  transcriptomic  vulnerability  to  GBC  decreases  after  anti-TNF  treatment  was

dominated by the spatial distribution of the expression of neuronal genes broadly related to

glutamatergic  neurotransmission and synaptic structure and function.  Like interferon-α,  TNF

(but not anti-TNF drugs) can cross the blood-brain-barrier, though permeability is many times

lower  (90).  However,  in  our  current  study  among  the  many  genes  of  the  TNF  receptor

superfamily,  none  figured  among  the  genes  more  negatively  associated  with  GBC  changes

induced by anti-TNF treatment, which points towards signalling through other pathways. In line

with  this,  a  recent  CSF  proteomic  analysis  showed  that  anti-TNF  therapy  in  patients  with

arthritis reduces CSF concentrations of a broad range of acute phase and immune response

proteins(91). 

The biological functions of TNF in the brain are yet to be fully understood  (92), however our

findings are broadly in line with previous studies demonstrating that TNF-α regulates synapse

function by controlling neurotransmitter receptor trafficking and is a critical  mediator of the

process of homeostatic synaptic scaling(93). For instance, neurons respond to elevated levels of

TNF  by  rapidly  increasing  excitatory  synaptic  strength  and  weakening  inhibitory  synaptic

strength,  resulting  in  a  higher  excitatory/inhibitory  ratio(94).  Specifically,  TNF-α  increases

neuronal expression of the post-synaptic glutamatergic AMPA receptor resulting in a uniform

increase to the strength of all synapses to the cell in response to prolonged changes in firing
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activity(94).  TNF-α also increases glutamate neurotoxicity,  an effect that is mediated by the

glutamatergic NMDA and AMPA receptors(95). Toxic effects of inflammation-induced increases

in extrasynaptic glutamate signaling have been suggested to play a key role in the disruptions of

network integrity that are present in at least some patients with depression(96, 97). If TNF-α

modulates brain function primarily by impacting on synaptic function, then it is plausible that

regions which are constitutively populated by higher numbers of neuronal cells might be more

strongly impacted by anti-TNF treatment than other regions where the neuronal machinery is

less abundant.  Nevertheless,  animal  studies  have also reported effects  of  systemic anti-TNF

treatments on microglia activation(98). Hence, it is possible that anti-TNF treatments may also

have smaller concomitant effects on neuroinflammatory cells which might not be strong enough

to drive the macroscopic pattern of changes in brain function measured with fMRI. 

Further corroborating the plausibility of the transcriptomic vulnerability models we describe, we

demonstrate  that  the  extent  to  which  each  subject  physically  expressed  patterns  of  GBC

changes aligning with these patterns of transcriptomic vulnerability moderately correlated with

treatment-induced changes in systemic IL-6 and (for interferon-α) could predict later (4 weeks)

changes  in  depressive  symptoms.  These  findings  are  interesting  since  we  also  found  that

interferon-α and anti-TNF-α treatments produced acute increases and decreases, respectively,

in IL-6. IL-6 is a soluble mediator with a pleiotropic effect on inflammation, which is promptly

produced in response to infections and tissue injuries, contributes to host defence through the

stimulation of acute phase responses, haematopoiesis, and immune reactions(99). IL-6 can cross

the blood-brain-barrier and reach the brain through mediated transport(99), and plays a critical

role in the pathogenesis of neuroinflammatory disorders and in the physiological homeostasis of

neural tissue(100). Interestingly, associations between peripheral levels of circulating IL-6 and

measures  of  brain’s  connectivity  have  been  demonstrated  in  patients  with  MDD(101).

Therefore, our findings corroborate our initial hypotheses and lend support to current models

postulating that a crosstalk between the peripheral and brain immune systems might contribute

to the changes in brain and behaviour observed after pro- and anti-inflammatory treatments. 
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Strengths and Limitations

The use of two complimentary patient groups initiating pro- (interferon-α) and anti- (anti-TNF)

inflammatory therapies is a major strength of our study that enabled us to demonstrate that

systemic  inflammation  can  rapidly  and  differentially  modulate  brain  function.  Further,  by

following these patients up over time we could investigate  whether acute changes in brain

connectivity scaled with development/resolution of depressive symptoms. However, the use of

clinical groups also had inherent weaknesses. For instance, for clinical scheduling reasons we

needed to complete this study in a clinical  (1.5 T)  MRI scanner.  Our sample sizes were also

relatively modest,  limiting power to detect small  effects in the context of stringent multiple

comparison correction across the whole brain. Patients also had distinct pre-existing conditions

that limit direct comparisons between cohorts and might have interacted with treatment to

shape brain responses. Furthermore, ethically we could not include a placebo condition against

which to compare the effects of both interferon-α anti-TNF treatments on GBC. 

Further limitations arise from the fact that the whole-brain gene expression data derives from

only six post-mortem adult brains (mean age = 43 y). Moreover, our transcriptomic vulnerability

models  are  correlational  by  nature  and  future  studies  investigating  whether  concomitant

manipulation  of  glial  neuroinflammatory  activity  (i.e.  through  antagonism  of  the  microglia

colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor (CSF1R) signalling(102)) or glutamatergic neurotransmission

might indeed impact on the effects of  interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments on the brain and

behaviour, respectively. Furthermore, the lack of divergence in GBC changes induced by each

treatment was unexpected,  given that  the interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments  modulated

systemic  inflammatory  markers  and  behaviour  in  opposite  directions(11).  Though  we  have

interpreted these findings as likely reflecting different underlying mechanisms it is also possible

that  this  may also  have  been influenced by  differences  in  the  post-administration time we

acquired the data (4h in the interferon-α dataset and 24h in the anti-TNF dataset) or even an

interaction  between  treatment  and  the  pre-existing  conditions.  Nevertheless,  in  line  with

previous studies, our work dovetails with the idea that changes in brain function associated with

inflammation are not idle but respect a spatial pattern of regional  vulnerability, which differ
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between interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments and might be underpinned by distinct biological

pathways.

To  conclude,  we  demonstrate  that  regional  variability  in  two  elements  of  the  cellular  and

transcriptomic  landscape  of  the  brain  (glial  neuroinflammation  and  glutamatergic

neurotransmission)  explain  regional  heterogeneity  in  the  effects  of  bidirectional  changes  in

peripheral inflammation on brain function. Our findings connect genes, biological pathways and

in  vivo imaging  markers  of  the  impact  of  inflammation on brain  function to  generate  new

hypotheses  about  how  inflammation  might  contribute  to  the  development/resolution  of

psychopathology through effects on the brain.
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Tables and figures

Table 1. Mood, fatigue and cytokine response to interferon-α and anti-TNF treatments. Data

represent mean ± standard deviation.  aValues denote Hospital Anxiety and Depression Rating

Scale (Depression component) for Inflammatory Arthritis and Hamilton Depression Rating Scale

for Hepatitis-C patients;  bPost-hoc comparison between baseline and second time-point (Sidak

corrected); cPost-hoc comparison between baseline and last time-point (Sidak corrected). 

Arthritis

(Baseline)

Arthritis

(24h)

Arthritis

(12

weeks)

Statistics

Hepatitis-

C

(Baseline)

Hepatitis-

C

(4 hours)

Hepatitis-

C

(4 weeks)

Statistics

Mood and Fatigue

Depression

scoresa

6.35

(3.20)

4.85

(3.62)

5.05

(3.66)

b0.071

 c0.256

6.17

(5.38)

6.57

(6.55)

13.67

(6.43)

b0.854

 c<0.001

Fatigue

Scores

68.75

(18.88)

60.70

(27.17)

44.35

(26.57

)

b0.189

 c0.001

34.03

(27.31)

46.00

(28.63)

62.83

(29.84)

a0.016

b<0.001

Peripheral cytokines

IL-6 7.80

(10.29)

3.89

(5.92)

NA 0.042 1.42

(1.03)

4.92

(3.86)

NA < 0.001

IL-10 0.36

(0.83)

0.26

(0.75)

NA 0.024 0.86

(0.98)

1.46

(1.49)

NA 0.017

TNF 0.76

(1.98)

3.29

(7.93)

NA 0.189 2.40

(2.06)

2.36

(1.77)

NA 0.903

IL-1 Ra 593.59

(992.46)

451.22

(976.23

)

NA 0.017 168.61

(136.51)

575.43

(640.21)

NA 0.003

Table 2. Correlations with changes in peripheral inflammation markers and symptoms in the

interferon-α  dataset.  Summary  of  correlations  between  the  extent  to  which  each  subject

manifests the spatial pattern of the first component of our partial least square regression model
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(PLS1) in their pattern of global brain connectivity changes induced by interferon-α and changes

in  depression,  fatigue  and  peripheral  inflammatory  markers.  We  used  partial  spearman

correlations, which accounted for sex and age. Both uncorrected and FDR corrected p-values are

reported. Note that for the peripheral inflammation markers we used only data from samples

acquired concomitantly with the fMRI data to maximize comparability. Abbreviations: HMA-D -

Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.

Clinical variable Statistics PLS1

Depression and fatigue

𝝙HMA-D

(4h)

Rho -0.116

p (pFDR) 0.568 (0.745)𝝙HMA-D

(4 weeks)

Rho -0.489

p (pFDR) 0.009 (0.036)

𝝙Fatigue (4h)
Rho 0.085

p (pFDR) 0.652 (0.745)𝝙Fatigue

(4 weeks)

Rho 0.253

p (pFDR) 0.200 (0.533)

Peripheral inflammation

markers

𝝙IL6

(4h)

Rho -0.561

p (pFDR) 0.005 (0.036)𝝙IL10

(4h)

Rho -0.125

p (pFDR) 0.595 (0.745)𝝙TNF

(4h)

Rho -0.074

p (pFDR) 0.599 (0.745)𝝙IL1Ra

(4h)

Rho 0.092

p (pFDR) 0.781 (0.781)

Table 3. Correlations with changes in peripheral inflammation markers and symptoms in the

anti-TNF dataset. Summary of correlations between the extent to which each subject manifests

the spatial pattern of the first component of our partial least square regression model (PLS 1) in

their  pattern  of  global  brain  connectivity  changes  induced  by  the  anti-TNF  treatment  and
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changes in depression, fatigue, and peripheral inflammatory markers. We used partial spearman

correlations, which accounted for sex and age.  Both uncorrected p-values and p-values FDR

corrected for multiple testing are reported. Note that for the peripheral inflammation markers

we  used  only  data  from  samples  acquired  concomitantly  with  the  fMRI  data  to  maximize

comparability. Abbreviations: HADS - Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.

Clinical variable Statistics PLS1

Depression and fatigue

𝝙HADS

(24h)

Rho -0.118

p (pFDR) 0.662 (0.847)

𝝙Fatigue 

(24h)

Rho 0.103

p (pFDR) 0.706 (0.847)

Peripheral inflammation

markers

𝝙IL6

(24h)

Rho 0.621

p (pFDR) 0.009 (0.054)

𝝙IL10

(24h)

Rho -0.246

p (pFDR) 0.341 (0.847)

𝝙TNF

(24h)

Rho -0.145

p (pFDR) 0.588 (0.847)

𝝙IL1Ra

(24h)

Rho 0.030

p (pFDR) 0.889 (0.889)
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